The role of a work/ organization culture

The Sponsors have identified a Tech vision-setting sponsored by the San Francisco Board of Education, the SFUSD Superintendent and the Executive Leadership Team. As the Guiding Coalition breaks into age-specific Vision Teams, we will create coherence by exploring a common set of cross-cutting themes. This is not an exhaustive list—Vision Teams will explore other topics as well—but this approach will give us easy ways to compare, contrast and build on each other’s work.

1. Reimagining Learning

- Re-Imagining Public Education for a New Generation
- Smarter Balanced Assessments; Common Core and Next Generation Science standards, new pedagogies and “learning agents”; the role of building reward systems around the building of a networked economy; personalization as a strategy for equity; more equitable funding and forecasting the cost of innovation; changing accreditation standards; the role of a work/organization culture
- Reimagining Learning Journeys
- Reframing youth leadership and agency; avenues for advocacy and peer-to-peer engagement; creating and sustaining the voice as a central force for transformation; the role of building impact model.

2. Youth and Family Agency

- Youth and Family Agency thematic
- Adolescence/ Early Adulthood Learning Journeys
- Middle Childhood Learning Journeys
- Early Childhood Learning Journeys
- The role of formal and informal learning environments; the role of building impact model.

3. Equity & Social Justice

- Equity & Social Justice thematic
- Reforming youth leadership and agency; avenues for advocacy and peer-to-peer engagement; creating and sustaining the voice as a central force for transformation; the role of building impact model.

4. Defining and Assessing Success in a Pluriliterate World

- Defining and Assessing Success in a Pluriliterate World thematic
- Reframing youth leadership and agency; avenues for advocacy and peer-to-peer engagement; creating and sustaining the voice as a central force for transformation; the role of building impact model.

TARGETED ENGAGEMENT SESSIONS & COMMUNITY-WIDE CONVERSATION

We are seeking for this work to capture the voices that are often left off the table, and are concerned as the result of political priorities and administrations critical to the vision of work. More work needs to be done to ensure participation. From the TST’s conditions for the Guiding Coalition, we have also determined our commitment to involving communities. These areas will also be incorporated with comprehensive outreach strategies for the community to provide for participation and collaboration.

These themes will be guided by the San Francisco Public Education Vision 2025 and the reimagining public education vision for a new generation.